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Abstract

Minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions provide many benefits such as

higher efficiency, safer, minimum pain, quick recovery etc. over conventional

way for many procedures. Large robots such as da-Vinci are being used in this

purpose, whereas research of miniature robots for laparoscopic and endoscopic

use, are growing in the recent years. A comprehensive literature search is per-

formed using keywords laparoscopic robot, capsule endoscope, surgical medical

robot etc. primarily for the time period of 2000 to 2015. The articles relevant

to the theme of the paper are reviewed and included in the paper. This paper

concentrates medical robots for minimally invasive diagnosis and intervention

in general and propulsions of miniature robots in particular. Robots are clas-

sified and compared using critical characteristics and summarized in Tables 1

to 6. Large robots such as da-Vinci are successfully used in many procedures

e.g. neurosurgery, cardiothoracic surgery etc. However there are needs for more

functionality which might lead to flexible robots. For miniature robots, each

propulsion mechanism has some advantages and disadvantages. While external

magnetic propulsions have potential to provide propulsion without increasing

the robot size, they lack of precise position control and may require expensive

and bulky equipment. On the other hand internal propulsions have the capa-
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bility of precise position control but require mechanisms which need substantial

amount of power to drive. Hybrid propulsion which combines best features of

both internal and external propulsions could be a solution for this. Robots have

improved the healthcare services for many medical procedures. However, still

there are challenges to address to enable use of medical robots universally inside

and outside hospitals for diagnosis and interventions.

Keywords: Medical robot, capsule endoscopy, laparoscopic surgery,

propulsion mechanism, in-vivo miniature robot, minimally invasive surgery.

1. Introduction

Robots came into reality from fantasy world in 1961 when general motors

introduced Unimate in the automobile assembly line. Subsequently robots are

used in many applications such as industry, military, health care, search and

rescue mission, deep sea and space exploration etc. Since the first use of medi-5

cal robots in 1985 to conduct stereotactic brain biopsy, the growth of robotics in

health care is impressive [1, 2]. In healthcare robotics five themes are identified

in [3]: (a) robot assisted preventive therapies and diagnosis; (b) robotic assistive

technology; (c) robots supporting professional care; (d) robotics for rehabilita-

tion treatment; (e) robotics for medical interventions. This paper reviews (e)10

and part of (a) i.e. robotics for medical interventions and diagnosis which are

minimally invasive. This paper aims to review the state of the art of minimally

invasive diagnosis and interventions (e.g. surgery, biopsy), to identify the chal-

lenges in this field, to find the current trends and to provide guidance for future

research.15

The contributions of the paper are (i) identifying the key needs and chal-

lenges of medical robots (section 2); (ii) comparing the external large robots

and in-vivo miniature robots based on key features (Table 1); (iii) presenting

major external large robots with important aspects (section 4); (iv) classifying

the miniature in-vivo laparoscopic robots, describing them with critical details20

and comparing them based on crucial characteristics (section 5); (iv) classifying
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the miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots, describing them with critical details,

comparing them based on significant characteristics and analyzing their advan-

tages and disadvantages (section 6); and (v) providing the future directions of

external large robots and miniature in-vivo robots (section 7).25

This paper is structured as below. Section 2 provides the needs and chal-

lenges of medical robots; section 2.2 provides challenges of external large robots,

miniature in-vivo laparoscopic robots and miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots

individually. Section 3 presents the classification of minimally invasive diagnosis

and intervention robots based on size and purpose; section 4 provides the back-30

ground of external large surgery robots and reviews the major large robots de-

veloped primarily for robot-assisted surgery; section 5 provides the background

of miniature robots for laparoscopic assistance and reviews the robots designed

and built for this purpose; section 6 provides the background of miniature in-

vivo endoscopic robots and reviews the robots designed and built to provide35

propulsion capability to conventional capsule endoscope and, finally section 7

provides conclusions and future trends.

2. Needs and Challenges of Medical Robots

2.1. Needs of Medical Robots

Robotics for healthcare is defined as the systems capable of doing mecha-40

tronic actions based on the analysis of sensor information to provide healthcare

such as to perform medical diagnosis and interventions, to deliver treatments,

to support rehabilitation, to support patients in prevention programs etc. The

requirements and needs of medical robots can be seen from the viewpoints of

various stakeholders namely the patients, the professional users (e.g. doctors,45

nurses), cure and care institutions (e.g. hospitals), insurance companies, re-

searchers etc. The needs are provided below [2, 3, 4, 5]:

1. Safety: From the patient point of view safety is the most important re-

quirement. Healthcare professionals (e.g. doctors, nurses) are keen to

maintain safety because of their obligation towards the patients and also50
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to maintain their reputation. Thus the procedures performed by the robots

or with the help of robots needs to be safe for the patient and the health-

care professionals. Medical robots offer newer, better and safer treatments

compare to the traditional approaches in many procedures.

2. Quality: Care institutions and medical professionals are interested in im-55

proving the quality of diagnosis and treatments. Medical robots can help

in improving quality of treatments.

3. Accuracy and consistency: Medical robots can perform the surgical proce-

dures with precise geometric accuracy. It is consistent, untiring and stable

while performing the surgery.60

4. Medical care in remote areas and disaster scenarios: Robots can enable

access to medical care in remote areas, space missions, undersea or un-

derground environment and disaster scenarios where medical facilities are

not available. A light-weight, flexible and modular co-operative semiau-

tonomous robot-team can be carried to the above mentioned environment65

and can be tele-operated by surgeons remotely.

5. Enhanced documentation: Robot assisted procedures have enhanced ca-

pability to log more detailed information about each individual case than

the conventional procedures. This enables easy performance analysis and

contributes to the future developments.70

6. Minimally invasive procedure: Some traditional medical procedures (e.g.

probe endoscopy) and treatments are painful and burdensome to the pa-

tients. Thus medical robots which introduce minimally invasive procedure

are being adopted by the hospitals and doctors.

7. Efficiency: Some governments and countries are interested to make the75

cure and care institutions more efficient. Some medical procedures using

a robot system are more efficient compare to the traditional approach.

Thus by adopting medical robots care institutions can improve efficiency.

8. Quick recovery: Quick recovery is one of the important requirements for

both the patients and the healthcare professionals. By using minimally80
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invasive and efficient robot systems in medical procedures quicker recovery

is possible.

9. Cheaper healthcare cost: To make the healthcare accessible to the people

of all social classes, healthcare cost should go down. Though the initial

cost for many robot systems are quite high, the added benefits such as the85

efficient operation, quick recovery time and less hospital stay may make

the overall cost of healthcare cheaper.

10. Inaccessible environment: Medical robots enable the healthcare profes-

sionals to perform medical procedures in inaccessible areas inside the pa-

tient without major incisions.90

11. Independent living: Patients such as disabled people and elderly wants to

live an independent life. Robot systems can assist them to perform their

daily activities independently.

12. Social participation: Social participation of disabled people and elderly

are hampered in many cases due to lack of mobility and communication.95

Robot systems can help in improving their mobility and communication.

13. Ageing population: Because of the post-world war II baby boom the aged

population percentage will increase next two to three decades with an

annual growth rate of 2.8 % [6]. The ageing problem demands increased

medical and social care.100

14. Economic factors: Historically healthcare spending grows faster than the

economy. Innovation is required especially in robotics to sustain this

spending growth in the near future where healthcare professionals will

be outnumbered by the number of aged population.

2.2. Challenges105

The challenges for a) external large robots b) in-vivo laparoscopic robots

and c) in-vivo endoscopic robots individually are discussed below:

Challenges of external large robots. The following challenges have been identi-

fied [6, 7]:
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1. Localization of pathology: A robot system should have the capability to110

match the pre-operative diagnostic data with the surgical environment.

2. Real-time tissue characterization: To identify the pathology real-time the

robot system should be able to characterize the tissue in real-time.

3. Modelling tissue deformation: Tissue deformation occurs during medical

procedures by surgical tools or physiological processes. Modelling this115

deformation is a major challenge.

4. Restricted vision: It is challenging to get the depth of perception from the

restricted vision available from the camera. To enhance the safety and

reliability of the robot-assisted procedures a better coordination between

the surgeon and the robot system is required.120

5. Light-weight: The overall robot system is bulky and requires large oper-

ating environment. The challenge is to make it light weight and add more

flexibility to the system.

6. Flexible access platforms: The tools used in the robot-assisted procedures

are rigid and effective workspace is limited. Flexible access platforms could125

be a solution to this issue. Bio-inspired materials such as artificial muscles

can help in flexible access surgery as they can work both as an actuator

and sensor.

Challenges of in-vivo laparoscopic Robots. The following challenges for devel-

oping in-vivo laparoscopic robots have been identified [8, 9, 10]:130

1. Propulsion system design: The primary challenge is to design a propulsion

system for the stable movement of a robot. The robot should be able to

navigate through the irregular, complex and sticky surface of the organs

within the abdominal cavity.

2. Controllability: A control system need to be designed to control and ma-135

nipulate a robot. To design the control system a model of the robot is

required. The irregularity and complexity of the structure inside human

body make the modelling very challenging.
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3. Size and weight: The size of robots should be small enough so that it can

be inserted through a standard laparoscopic port (12 mm in diameter [11])140

and the weight of robots should be light enough so that the organs can

withstand it.

4. Safety and reliability: Contact and movement of a robot should cause no

damage to the inner organs.

5. Observability (vision): Physicians must be able to visually observe interior145

of the abdominal cavity with the help of a robot. To achieve this, a lighting

system and a camera can be integrated with the robot [10].

6. Power source: To design a power source which can satisfy the power re-

quirement of a mobile robot is a major challenge for mobile robots as all

other modules depend upon it. This challenge is further increased by the150

size and structure of the mobile robots and, the safety considerations of

the patient.

7. Telemetry: To design a power efficient and sufficiently high data rate

wireless communication between a mobile robot and its external controller

is another challenge for the researchers. While designing telemetry health155

and safety of the patient is also need to be considered.

Challenges of in-vivo endoscopic robots. The challenges to develop a self-propelling

robot for capsule endoscopy are as follows [12, 13]:

1. Low cost: The robot needs to be cheap in price so that the capsule endo-

scope is disposable.160

2. Small size: The robot should be small enough so that it can be integrated

with the capsule endoscope.

3. Hermetically sealable: The robot should be hermetically sealable so that

the patient lumen remains safe from the robot components.

4. Energy efficient: The robot should be energy efficient so that the power165

required to propel the robot can be supplied with very small size battery.

5. Safety: The overall technology used should be safe for the patient.
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6. Speed: The traveling speed of the robot should be high enough so that it

can travel the GI track within a short period of time (less than 1 hr). E.g.

a standard colonoscopy is performed within 20 min to 1 hr [13] whereas170

the standard capsule endoscope takes 8-10 hrs [14] to complete its journey

in the GI track.

7. Stopping/anchoring capability: The robot should be able to stop in the

suspected region by overcoming the visceral peristalsis for better and

longer inspection.175

8. Painless travel: The robot should not hurt the internal soft-tissues. It

should be able to travel through the GI track without the need of air in-

sufflation which is necessary during standard colonoscopy. Air insufflation

causes additional pain and discomfort to the patient.

9. Functionality: Vision is the primary functionality necessary for medical180

inspection. The physicians must be able to see the interior of the GI

track through the camera. Other functionalities includes taking biopsies,

localised drug delivery etc.

3. Classification of Minimally Invasive Diagnosis and Intervention

Robots185

Robots for minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions can be classified

based on various perspectives: based on manipulator design, based on level

of autonomy, based on targeted anatomy etc. [2]. In this paper we classify

the robots based on whether the robot works from outside or inside the pa-

tient’s body. The robots are primarily classified as external large robots [15, 16]190

and miniature in-vivo robots. The miniature in-vivo robots are further classi-

fied based on the targeted anatomy into miniature in-vivo laparoscopic robots

[10, 17, 18] and miniature in-vivo endoscopic robots [12, 19]. Miniature in-vivo

endoscopic robots work within the gastro-intestinal (GI) track whereas minia-

ture in-vivo laparoscopic robots work within the abdominal or the thoracic195

cavity. Table 1 shows the comparison among the above mentioned robots.
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4. External large medical robots

4.1. Background

Minimally invasive diagnosis and interventions feature safe and reliable tech-

niques and result in shorter hospital stays, less pain, more rapid return to daily200

work and improved immunological response compare to the conventional ways.

This motivates the development of minimally invasive devices for surgical and

diagnostic applications [15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. After the appearance of la-

paroscopic surgery - a minimally invasive abdominal or pelvic surgery performed

using laparoscopic instruments inserted through small trocars - in the middle205

of 1980s [26], it is expanded rapidly because of its advantages over traditional

open surgery [22, 27]. To further reduce the invasiveness, robot-assisted laparo-

scopic and thoracoscopic surgery were introduced in early 1990s [28] which re-

moves some of the limitations of manual laparoscopy namely hand tremor, bulky

instrument handling, poor visibility etc. [29] and adds new features namely210

stereoscopic vision, motion scaling, increased degrees of freedom etc. [30, 31].

Robot-assisted surgery is performed by a multi-arm robot which is tele-operated

by a surgeon. Each arm of the robot can manipulate a tool or camera according

to the command by the surgeon. However these systems are expensive, bulky,

heavy-weight and, needs a large operating room and significant setup time.215

4.2. Major surgical robots

The first robot used in surgical procedure is an industrial robot, Unimation

PUMA 200, in 1985 in USA. It is used to precisely guide a probe for brain

biopsy using CT guidance [32]. The robot is experimentally used for 22 pa-

tients and is found to improve the precision but is very crude [3]. The first220

robot surgical system approved by FDA (Food and Drug Administration) is

the ROBODOC. Integrated Surgical Systems developed in 1992 for orthopaedic

surgeries demonstrated greater accuracy as compared to the conventional ways.

However it shows poor performance if the patient moves. This system is no

more in production [3].225
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The other robot systems approved by FDA are AESOP, da-Vinci, Zeus etc.

AESOP (Automated Optical System for Optimal Positioning) developed by

Computer Motion, Inc. is a foot-switch or hand-controlled robot arm when it

was first introduced. The later versions of AESOP are voice-controlled. The

robot arm uses an adapter to hold laparoscope with a video camera to assist230

the surgeon and replace human camera holder [23]. It enables solo-surgeon la-

paroscopic surgery in various surgical procedures e.g. cholecystectomies, hernia

repairs, colectomy etc. [33, 34]. Though AESOP provides a stable camera plat-

form, the camera movements in voice control are slower as compared to human

assistant control. Moreover voice-control might distract other members of the235

surgical team [23].

In another type of surgical robots based on a master/slave configuration,

the robots are programmed to mimic the hand movements of the surgeon - the

examples are da-Vinci, Zeus etc. The ZEUS system is developed on top of the

AESOP by Computer Motion. Here one voice controlled robot arm, AESOP is240

used for holding camera and two more AESOP-like units are modified to hold

and operate surgical tools. The ZEUS system consists of a surgeons console, a

surgical cart with three robotic arms and surgical instruments. The surgeon sits

comfortably upright on the console and wears a polarized goggle to get a 3D

view of the operating area and controls the robotic arms and the instruments245

using the handles placed in the console. The surgeons movement is scaled down,

filtered and translated to the movements of the robot arms and tools. Intuitive

Surgical Inc. acquired Computer Motion in 2003 and later on discontinued the

production of the Zeus system [1, 23, 35].

Intuitive Surgical, Inc. developed the da-Vinci Surgical System which got250

FDA approval in 2000. It consists of a surgeons console, a visualization system,

surgical cart with multiple robot arms and proprietary surgical instruments.

The surgeons console comprises of 3D imaging system, hand controlled manipu-

lators and foot-pedals. The surgeon operates using the hand-controlled manip-

ulators and the foot-pedals with the aid of the 3D imaging system. The robot255

arms are connected to the operating trocars through which the camera and the
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operating instruments are passed to the operating area inside the patient. The

hand, wrist and finger movements of the surgeon are translated to the actions

of the instruments inside the patient. The foot-pedals provide further control

to camera focus, instrument clutches etc. The Endowrist technology enables260

the instruments to have seven degrees of freedom which offers greater range of

motion than human hand. The 3D view provides the surgeon the illusion of

being in the operating site. The supporting staffs help in preparing the trocars,

installing the instruments and tools, supervising the robot arms with the aid

of a visualisation system. In the later version of the da-Vinci system, a fourth265

robot arm is added which enables the surgeon to toggle between three tools

while operating [1, 15, 23, 36].

FDA has approved the da-Vinci surgical system for various surgical proce-

dures e.g. general, urologic, gynecologic and cardiac surgeries [1]. The clin-

ical data shows an improved or equal surgical outcome with shorter hospital270

stays, less pain and more rapid return to daily work for robot assisted surgery.

Though the initial cost of the robot system is high (the price of da-Vinci Sys-

tem is approximately 1.5 million Euros), the total hospital cost for a patient is

comparable to conventional laparoscopy due to less post-surgery complications.

Thus increased usages of robots in surgery are seen in recent years [1]. In USA275

36 % of hysterectomy for benign conditions and 83% of prostatectomy were

performed by the da-Vinci Surgical System in 2011 as compared to 0% and 23

% respectively in 2005 [37].

5. Miniature in-vivo Robot: Laparoscopic Robot

5.1. Background280

An approach for improving patient experience during and after the surgical

procedure is to send a miniature robot / a team of miniature robots entirely

inside the patient body to provide the surgeon with vision and surgical task

assistance. Researches show promising results in various in-vivo experiments

though currently they lack precise control [10, 38]. The ultimate goal of this285
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approach is to develop a multiple cooperative modular robot which together

can perform a complete surgery. They are small and easily transportable [17].

They could be life-saving for remote areas e.g. battlefield and even for space

mission where large medical equipment are not available. 90% of the battlefield

deaths happen within 30 minutes of initial injury, long before the patients can290

be transported to operation theatre. 50% of deaths happen because of thoracic

and abdominal haemorrhage. The wireless in vivo robots can potentially be

used for initial monitoring, treatments and basic surgery before the patient can

be transported to the hospital and thus be able to reduce mortality rate. The

robots can be deployed by non-medical person and then a surgeon can operate295

it remotely to provide the medical care [39].

5.2. Major in-vivo laparoscopic robots built

University of Nebraska-Lincoln develops fixed-base camera robots [40, 41],

mobile wheeled robots [9, 17, 38] and magnetic drive robots [42] for biopsy and,

vision and task assistance during laparoscopic surgery. BioRobotics Institute,300

Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy develops miniature modular in vivo robots

including camera robot, retraction unit and manipulator unit [43, 44]. Univer-

sity of South Florida develops MARVEL (Miniature Anchored Robotic Video-

scope for Expedited Laparoscopy) and Camera Module [45, 46]. Other research

groups working in miniature laparoscopic robots develop magnetic drive robots305

[47, 48, 49] and suction based robots [50, 51] for surgical assistance. Thus the

in-vivo laparoscopic robots can be divided based on the propulsion capability

and propulsion methods as:

• Fixed base camera robots [40, 45, 46, 52, 53]

• Wheeled robots [9, 10]310

• Magnetic drive robots [42, 43, 44, 47, 48] and

• Suction-based robots [51, 54]
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5.2.1. Fixed base camera robots

Fixed-base camera robots are further classified based on the method used to

mount the robot within the abdominal cavity.315

Tripod mounted camera robot. A fixed-base tethered camera robot (Fig. 1(a)) is

developed for augmenting the vision and depth perception of operating area in-

side the patient’s body. The robot consists of a camera, two LEDs, a robot body,

3 legs which works as the tripod stand; the camera allows a 360 degree panning

and a 45 degree tilting. The robot is tested during a porcine cholecystectomy.320

The surgeon gets supplementary vision feedback throughout the process which

helps him in planning and placing the trocars and, provides better knowledge

about the surgical field [40].

Needle mounted camera robot. A system named MARVEL (Miniature Anchored

Robotic Videoscope for Expedited Laparoscopy) is developed in [45, 46] which325

includes multiple fixed-base pan/tilt camera modules, a master control mod-

ule and a human-machine interface. The camera module (1(c)) comprises of

five subsystems namely illumination, vision, wireless communication, embed-

ded control and attachment needle power subsystems. The camera module is

attached to the abdominal wall with the attachment needle power subsystem330

which is also used to power the camera module. Two camera modules are tested

simultaneously inside the abdominal cavity of a porcine subject demonstrating

transmission of images from the camera modules [45, 46].

Suturing mounted camera robot. A fixed-base surgical imaging device (Fig.

1(b)) with pan, tilt, zoom and lighting is developed in [52, 53]. The length335

and diameter of the device is 110 mm and 11 mm respectively. In vivo porcine

animal experiments are performed using the device which includes cholecystec-

tomy, appendectomy, nephrectomy etc. The device is inserted into the abdom-

inal cavity through a standard 12 mm trocar and mounted by suturing to the

abdominal wall.340
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(a) Fixed base pan and tilt cam-

era robot (tripod mounted) [55,

40]

(b) Fixed base imaging device in abdominal cavity

(suturing mounted) [53]

(c) Fixed base MARVEL camera module - Left: CAD design;

right: prototype (needle mounted) [45, 46]

Figure 1: Fixed-base in vivo laparoscopic robots
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5.2.2. Wheeled Robots

Wheeled robots (Fig. 2(a)) are designed and developed for supporting la-

paroscopic procedure in [9]. The robot consists of two independently controllable

wheels, an appendage and a central region for camera. They develop robots with

brush, helical, smooth, male and female type wheels. The developed prototype345

is 15mm in diameter and 85 mm long. The helical wheel performs best during

the in-vivo porcine tests in traversing and climbing the abdominal organs with-

out causing tissue damage [9]. All the wheeled robots developed for surgical

assistance have the similar mobility principle but various added functionalities.

A mobile in-vivo wheeled camera biopsy robot is developed and tested in a350

porcine model in [38] shown in Fig. 2(d). Traditional biopsy requires two ports

(one for camera, one for biopsy tools) for biopsy whereas this robot requires

only one port as it integrates an adjustable-focus camera and biopsy tool in one

unit. The robot is able to grasp the porcine tissue and free it from the organ

during the test [38]. An abdominal cavity simulator is developed by Nebraska355

University and used in Aquarius underwater habitat where the crew members

performed the surgical task (Fig. 2(d)) with the aid of a fixed base camera

robot and a mobile wheeled camera robot. The crew performed an appendec-

tomy while being telementored via video conference. The results show that a

miniature in-vivo camera robot can be a replacement of traditional laparoscopic360

camera without compromising the task accuracy [17]. In-vivo wheeled robots

are developed for clamping, cauterisation and liquid delivery in [56]. Two robots

perform a cooperative work - clamping robot grasps and then cautery robot cuts

a portion of small bowel - where they use laparoscope for visualisation. These

researches suggest that in future several miniature robots which are sent inside365

the abdominal cavity through single incision can perform surgical procedures

cooperatively.

5.2.3. Robots with Magnetic Drives

Several robots namely peritoneum-mounted imaging robot (Fig. 3(a)), light-

ing robot, retraction robot (Fig. 3(b)) are developed in [42] to cooperatively370
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(a) Mobile wheeled robot [9] (b) Mobile camera robot [17]

(c) Mobile camera biopsy robot [38]

(d) Crew members of Aquarius underwater habitat performing surgical tasks with the

assistance of a fixed base camera robot ( Fig. 1(a) ) and a mobile camera robot ( Fig.

2(b) ) [17]

Figure 2: Wheeled in vivo laparoscopic robots
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assist in surgical procedures in laparoscopic, robot-assisted surgery or NOTES

(Natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery). Magnets at each end of the

robots and external magnetic handles are used to attach the robots to the ab-

dominal wall and to maneuver them. Few magnetic drive robots are developed

in [49] where a ferromagnetic material is used inside each robot and an external375

magnet controlled the movement of each robot. This type of robots include

robot with vision capability, robot with vision and manipulation capabilities

etc.

A camera system (Fig. 3(d)) with a dimension of 32mm× 29mm× 129mm

is developed in [48] which is inserted through a 26 mm incision in the umbilicus.380

A magnet handle is used to suspend and move the camera along the abdom-

inal wall. An alternative way is to mount the camera using a hook and ring

arrangement and then to use the magnet handle to move the camera around

the incision point [48].

An array of robots (Fig. 3(e)) (electro-cutter robot, manipulator robot - di-385

ameter: 12mm, length: 95 mm, weight: 12 g, retraction robot - diameter: 12mm,

length: 52 mm, weight: 12 g, and camera robot) are developed in [43, 44]. A

triangle shaped anchoring frame with three docking systems is used to support

the array of robots inside the abdominal cavity. Two external magnetic handles

are used to anchor the anchoring frame and the retraction robot. The mag-390

netic handle can be used to move the retraction robot along the abdominal wall

which increase the robot’s workspace. The robots can be docked and undocked

during the surgical procedures if required. The complete platform is inserted

into a phantom abdominal cavity through esophageal access port. Further ex-

periments such as tissue cutting, pick and place are performed to demonstrate395

the interaction capability of two robots [43, 44].

A robotic system consisting of a camera robot and a robotic grasper is pro-

posed in [47]. The end effectors of two external robotic arms holds two external

magnets which control the positions of the robots inside the abdominal cavity.
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(a) Peritoneum-mounted imaging robot

system [42]

(b) Lighting and retraction robots [42]

(c) In vivo magnetic drive robot: ex-

perimental model [49]

(d) In vivo magnetic drive camera module [48]

(e) In vivo magnetic drive array of robots (Left: schematic of robots within the abdominal cavity;

right: prototype [43]

Figure 3: In vivo magnetic drive laparoscopic robots
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5.2.4. Suction-based Robot400

The suction based HeartLander crawler robot shown in Fig. 4(a) is devel-

oped in [50] for navigation and fine positioning within intracardial environment.

This is a tethered robot with two suction grippers - front and rear - and actua-

tion wires. The robot moves using cycling inchworm like gait of extension and

retraction. It uses suction pressure to grip the pericardium with the rear suction405

gripper and extends the body by actuating front body forward using the drive

wires. Then it grips the pericardium using the front gripper, releases the rear

gripper and retracts the rear body towards the front gripper. During the path

tracking the surgeon defines the final goal point, the robot then autonomously

generates an intermediate goal point located ’lookahead distance’ ahead from410

the robot position. When the robot achieves the intermediate goal, the robot

repeats the previous process until it is near to the final goal point; it then

switches to fine-positioning control mode. This is the only in-vivo robot which

had semiautonomous path-tracking feature [50]. Another suction-based robot

developed for abdominal cavity in [51] shown in Fig. 4(b) uses the abdominal415

wall for movement surface.

(a) HeartLander crawling robot [50] (b) Abdominal cavity robot [51]

Figure 4: Suction-based in vivo robots
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5.3. Summary

Table 2 presents comparison among various in-vivo robots. The in-vivo

(porcine) tests of the robots show impressive results. Robots having exter-

nal moving parts raises the concern of the safety of the internal soft tissue420

while moving over the abdominal organs (e.g. liver, spleen, intestine, and stom-

ach). Wheeled robots reported in [10] moves over the abdominal organs without

causing any visible tissue damage. However microscopic or internal damages

have not been investigated. Also amount of tissue losses depends on tissue

composition (e.g. fat, muscle), layer thickness and geometry, and histological425

characteristics[10] Robots with magnetic drives move either along the abdomi-

nal wall ([42, 47, 48, 43, 44]) or within the abdominal cavity over the abdominal

organs ([49]). The external magnet could be fixed on a base [49] or operated by

a human operator [42, 48] or attached to a robotic-arm [47]. Researchers ([49])

reports that the precise robot positioning was not possible and requires further430

investigation. Although most of the developed robots are tethered for power

and communication, wheeled robot presented in [10] relies on battery for power

and communicates wirelessly. Though the array of robots presented in [43] are

tethered for power and communication, an intra-abdominal zigbee wireless net-

work is used to communicate between the anchoring frame and the robotic units.435

The in vivo porcine experiments using multiple cooperative robots [57, 10, 42]

demonstrates the feasibility of using miniature laparoscopic robots to assist in

surgical procedures. However, the robots are still in the in-vivo animal evalua-

tion stage. Further improvements are necessary before a clinical trial is possible

[57, 10, 42].440

6. Miniature in-vivo robot: Endoscopic robot

6.1. Background

Gastrocamera, introduced in 1950s, enables the inspection of Gastro-intestinal

(GI) track [58]. Nowadays, traditional probe endoscopy (PE) is an effective way

of diagnosis, treatment and surgery of esophagus, stomach, colon and upper445
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small bowel. However rigidity and large diameter (11mm to 13mm) of PE make

it inaccessible to major parts of small bowel and, patients found the procedures

painful and uncomfortable [59]. In 2000, Given Imaging introduced wireless cap-

sule endoscope (WCE) which has LEDs and a camera in front for the inspection

of GI track. It is a non-invasive process and easy to perform and thus encourages450

the patients to go for the inspection for any potential GI disease [58]. Several

capsules are developed targeting various parts of the GI track e.g. Pillcam SB

for small bowel, Pillcam Colon for colon etc. [19]. However these capsules are

moved by the aid of visceral peristalsis and do not have control over their move-

ments and orientations which results low diagnostic accuracy [59]. Researches455

are ongoing to add self-propulsion capability, additional sensors and actuators

with the WCE which has the potential to improve the diagnostic accuracy and

extend interventional ability [12]. The robots designed and developed in this

purpose are reviewed below.

6.2. Major robots built460

A complete robot for capsule endoscopy consists of six modules: locomotion,

power, vision, telemetry, localization and diagnosis/tissue manipulation tools

[12, 59]. The robots can be classified based on each of the modules. However in

this paper we focus on the locomotion of the robot. The robots built for capsule

endoscopes can be classified based on the locomotion principles/mechanisms465

as: 1) internal propulsion robot 2) external propulsion robot and 3) hybrid

propulsion robot. Internal propulsion robot has the propulsion embedded with

the robot whereas for external propulsion the propulsive force is generated by

an external system. A hybrid propulsion robot uses more than one propulsion

mechanisms.470

6.2.1. Internal Propulsion Robot

For an internal propulsion robot, the propulsion mechanism (actuators and

corresponding mechanism) is totally onboard of the robot. Thus the robot has

greater control on its mobility. The significant internal propulsion robots are
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reviewed below.475

Legged Propulsion. BioRobotics Institute, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy

develops legged endoscopic capsule robots that extend from the 3-legged to 12-

legged endoscopic capsule robots (Fig. 5). Initially they design with SMA wire

actuators and develop a 6-legged capsule robot prototype [60]. But design com-

plexity and lack of durability of SMA wire compel them to choose BLDC as an480

actuator for their later versions of the robot. They develop 4-legged (diameter:

12mm, length: 40mm) [61], 8-legged (diameter: 12mm, length: 40mm) [62, 63]

and 12-legged endoscopic capsule robots (diameter: 11mm, length: 25mm) [13].

The 12-legged endoscopic capsule robot has two leg set (LS), one near the front

and one near the rear for successful locomotion. Every leg set has 6 legs. The485

rear LS has the primary function of producing thrust force, while the front LS

is used for the dual purposes of bracing the capsule against unwanted backward

motion as rear legs retract and also to help propel the capsule around curves. In

order to move two LS independently two BLDC motors are used. The capsule

can travel a distance equal to colon in a shorter time compare to the WCE [13].490

Bio-mimetic/ Bio-inspired Propulsion. Several propulsion methods have been

designed by mimicking biological systems. The developed propulsion methods

are described below:

Earthworm-like / Inchworm-like propulsion robot: Several prototypes [65,

66, 67, 68] are developed on earthworm-like or inchworm-like propulsion prin-495

ciple based on piezo-actuators or SMA (shape memory alloy) spring. Fig. 6(a)

shows one of them. The principle is cyclic expansion and compression of the

actuator. All of the prototypes consist of one actuation mechanism (SMA or

piezo), one or two bodies and insect-claw like directional passive clampers which

clamps to prevent backward motion of the robot. The implemented module can500

travel 2 mm/cycle where the cycle time is 8s [66]. This principle is similar to

suction-based propulsion described before except that in earthworm principle

passive clampers are used instead of the active suction cup.
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(a) SMA based four-legged robot [61] (b) Eight-legged robot [62]

(c) Motor-driven twelve-legged robot [13] (d) Legged anchoring robot [64]

Figure 5: Legged endoscopic robots
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A modular robot system (Fig. 6(b)) based on inchworm-like locomotion is

developed in [69]. Here all the modules (in this case two modules) are swallowed505

and the modules are assembled inside the GI track using permanent magnets

placed at the end of each module. The assembled robot system moves by using

opening/folding of the legs and the pushing/pulling of the connectors between

the modules. Modeling and gait generation of a earth-worm like robot is pre-

sented in [70]. A motor-based capsule robot with inchworm propulsion principle510

is developed in [71] which is powered by wireless power transmission. A hollow-

cylinder-like three-dimensional coil is proposed for receiving the power. Ex-vivo

experiment is performed using the developed prototype.

Cilia-based Robot: The cilia-based robot developed in [72, 73] using SMA

spring based actuators is shown in Fig. 6(c). It uses two sets of cilia controlled515

by two groups of SMA springs. By controlling the opening and closing of the

cilia sets the robot can produce bidirectional movements.

Flagellar Swimming: A swimming mechanism [74, 75] mimics the swimming

action of a flagellum. The micro-robot includes a main body and two tails,

each having three segments of piezoelectric material. Traveling waves generated520

by exciting the segments of the tails with electricity of different phase and

amplitude create the propulsive force of the robot. An up-scaled tail for the

proposed robot is developed.

Paddling-based Propulsion Robot: This propulsion principle mimics a ca-

noeist paddling a canoe [76, 77] which is a directed propulsion. A linear actuator525

with two cylinders: inner cylinder and outer cylinder, represents the canoeist.

The robot (Fig. 6(d)) consists of six legs placed radially to the robot and con-

nected to the inner cylinder of the actuator through grooves. At the beginning

of the cycle the legs remain folded and at the furthest most front position. Then

the actuator slowly pulls the legs so that legs are protruded and clamp the in-530

testinal wall and thus the legs along with cylinder are locked at one place. The

actuator continues to pull the cylinder. As the cylinder is locked and cannot

move, rest of the robot body moves forward. Then the actuator pushes the

cylinder forward, the legs are released from the wall and folded inside and move
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forward without resistance and at the end the legs return to their initial posi-535

tion and ready to start the next cycle. By repeating this, the robot could move

forward. The developed prototype is 13mm in length and 30mm in diameter

and, 6.5 mm/s velocity is achieved in the in-vitro test.

(a) Earth-worm propulsion robot [66] (b) Inchworm-like locomotion based modu-

lar robot [69]

(c) Cilia-based propulsion robot [72] (d) Paddling based propulsion robot [77]

Figure 6: Biomimetic endoscopic robots

Electrical Stimuli Propulsion Robot. This robot ( Fig. 7(a)) is propelled by the

contraction of intestinal smooth muscle produced by electrical stimuli applied540

by two electrodes placed on the robot [78, 79, 80, 81]. The contraction creates
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sort of ’artificial’ peristalsis which creates propulsive force and the robot moves

opposite to the contraction end along the lumen. The propulsion is bidirectional

depending on which electrode is activated. Average velocity achieved in the

experiment is 2.91± 0.99 mm/s (forward) and 2.23± 0.78 mm/s (backward).

(a) Electric stimulation propulsion robot

[80]

(b) Swimming robot [82]

Figure 7: Electric stimulation propulsion robot and swimming robot

545

Vibratory Propulsion Robot. The Vibratory propulsion robot is investigated in

[83, 84]. The robot has an eccentric mass inside the robot which is also the rotor

of a motor. When the eccentric mass (rotor) rotates, it generates a centripetal

force. The horizontal component of the force propels the robot. The developed

robot is 28 mm long and 16 mm in diameter. The robot is tested on various550

surfaces (sand, liquid soap, solid foam and rubber hose) and moves with an

average speed of 3 cm/s (liquid soap) to 12 cm/s (solid foam).

Swimming Robot. A swimming gastric capsule robot is shown in Fig. 7(b).

To use this robot, the stomach has to be prepared with half litre of ingested

polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution which enlarges the gastric region. The cap-555

sule performs 3D movement within the enlarged stomach with the help of 4

propellers run by four individual DC motors. It uses all four of its propeller

while it advances in a rectilinear direction and for steering it uses only two of its
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four propellers. The weight/volume ratio of the capsule is made equal to PEG

density (1200kg/m3) to make the robot enable to float, maintain the position &560

orientation and observe the suspected region when the propellers are stopped.

The robot is 15 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length and can be operated

remotely by a human operator using joystick. The capsule is tested in a porcine

stomach ex-vivo and maximum speed obtained is 21.3 cm/s [85, 82].

A swimming robot modified from [82] is wirelessly powered in [86]. The565

embedded electronics and the motors of the robot are supplied upto 400mW

through inductive wireless power transmission. However only two motors can

be operated at a time due to power limitation. Swimming robot of [85, 82] is

improved in [87] and a complete functional system is developed consisting of

an on-board locomotion system, a tele-operation console, a vision system and a570

real-time video transmission. A user can remotely control the swimming gastric

robot through the user interface by only observing the video stream from the

camera.

Internal Reaction Propulsion Robot. In this principle the robot moves by the

reaction force caused by the movement of internal mass. These robots have no575

external legs or wheels [88, 89]. The structure of the principle is derived from

[90]. A mass attached to the main object through a piezoelectric element, is

made to move away from the main object rapidly and then to return to the

initial position slowly with a sudden stop. The main object moves during the

rapid motion and at the stopping moment of the mass and, remains stationary580

for the rest of the time. The object can move along a straight line by repeating

the above process. Linearly moving mass and inverted pendulum which are

described below can be used to generate the reaction force.

Using Linearly Moving Mass: In [91] linearly moving mass is used to generate

robot motion. Here a permanent magnet is placed in a peripherally coil wound585

cylindrical body (capsule) (Fig. 8(a)). By controlling current flow through the

coil the permanent magnet can be moved back and forth within the capsule.

The capsule robot completes each motion cycle in four steps. In the first two
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(a) Using linearly moving mass [91]

(b) Using inverted pendulum [92]

Figure 8: Internal reaction locomotion robot
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steps the magnet moves very fast and the reaction force caused the capsule to

move in the opposite to the magnets motion. Again in the third and fourth590

steps the magnet moves slowly while the friction dominates over the reaction

and the capsule remains stationary. By repeating the cycle the capsule can move

in one dimension. Using Inverted Pendulum: Here the driving force is created

by the reaction of the motion of an inverted pendulum. In [92] a pendulum-

driven cart (Fig. 8(b)) is developed and tested. The cart consists of passive595

wheels and a motor driven inverted pendulum on top of it which can move

in the yz plane. The cart moves forward when the pendulum moves with the

counter-clockwise high angular accelerated motion (step 1) and then low angular

accelerated motion (step 2). The cart stays stationary when the pendulum

moves with low accelerated angular motion counterclockwise (step 3) and then600

clockwise (step 4) while friction dominates over reaction force. At the end of

step 4 the pendulum reaches to its initial position. By repeating the above steps

the robot moves in a certain direction.

6.2.2. External Propulsion Robot

By using external propulsion the burden of having internal actuators are605

eliminated. The robot now have more space for other modules e.g. telemetry

and diagnosis modules. External magnetic field that interacts with internal

magnetic components is the typical source of propulsion in external propulsion

robot. Most important external propulsion solutions are presented below:

External MRI Guided Propulsion. The static and RF magnetic field inherent in610

the MRI are used in this driving principle. Three swimming tails each consisting

of three coils in a row are responsible for the propulsion of the robot. RF

magnetic field provides power to generate alternating current in the coils of the

tails. The alternating current interacting with the static magnetic field produces

a waving movement and thus produces the propulsive force [95].615

A magnetic guidance system similar to MRI is reported in [96] to control a

capsule (31mm× 11mm) to examine the stomach of 61 patients. An operator
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(a) Magnetic propulsion (NEMO) [93]

(b) Hybrid propulsion robot combin-

ing magnetic and legged propulsion

[94]

Figure 9: Magnetic and hybrid propulsion endoscopic robots
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can control the movement of the capsule inside the stomach using two joysticks.

Both gastroscopy and the capsule are used for the examination. The diagnostic

results using gastroscopy and the capsule are comparable.620

External Permanent Magnet Actuated Propulsion. The external permanent mag-

net could be operated by a human operator or by a motor or by a robot arm.

Thay are described below:

Using hand-held/motorized magnet: Given Imaging develops a magnetic ac-

tuation system under the project NEMO (Nanobased Capsule-Endoscopy with625

Molecular Imaging and Optical Biopsy) (Fig. 9(a)). They modify their capsule

to add a magnetic material inside. They use external hand-held plate permanent

magnet to maneuver the capsule [97].

A magnetically actuated soft capsule endoscopic robot (diameter: 15 mm,

maximum/minimum length: 40 mm/30 mm) is developed in [98, 99]. It is630

actuated by a motorized external permanent magnet and it is able to navi-

gate in three dimensions by rolling on the stomach surface. External attractive

magnetic force is used to anchor the robot on a desired location and external

magnetic torque is used to roll the robot to navigate on the stomach surface.

The robot can be actively deformed in the axial direction using external mag-635

netic actuation. Rolling locomotion and drug releasing experiment is performed

in synthetic stomach. The robot is further developed in [100] and a magnetically

actuated multimodal drug release mechanism is integrated where magnetic pulse

frequency controls the drug release rate. The robot of [99] is modified to add

biopsy functionality in [101] and ex-vivo biopsy experiments using pig stomach640

are performed. The robot carries and releases micro-grippers (tip-to-tip size

980 µm) inside the stomach and retrieves them after they grab tissue samples.

Other researches on motorized magnet actuated propulsions include [102] and

[103].

Using robotic navigation system: A magnetic shell coated capsule robot is645

actuated by a robotic magnetic navigation system developed by Stereotaxis in

[104, 105]. The robotic system delivers a controlled magnetic field produced
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by two large coaxial permanent magnets arranged on both sides of the patients

table. The magnetic shell coated capsule placed within the magnetic field can

experience a 360 degree omnidirectional rotation according to the orientation of650

the controlled magnetic field. The position of the capsule robot is continuously

monitored by the fluoroscopic scanner. The size of the commercially available

capsule can further be decreased for this technique as there is no need of a

battery here. But the Stereotaxis system is very expensive compared to the

existing capsule endoscope and it could only be performed in the healthcare655

centres where the system is available.

A pilot study is performed to examine human stomach using a guidance-

magnet-robot controlled capsule endoscope in [106]. The capsule endoscope

(28mm× 12mm) has a permanent magnet inside it. 34 healthy volunteers at-

tended the study. The volunteers swallowed gas-producing powder to distend660

the stomach before swallowing the capsule. The examination was well accepted

by the volunteers and it took 43.8± 10 min to complete the examination. An

actuator magnet is positioned using a Yaskawa Motoman robotic manipulator

in [107] to propel a spherical device and a capsule-shaped device inside a PVC

lumen during a proof-of-concept experiment. In their later work, similar actu-665

ator setup is used to control the position and orientation of a mockup capsule

endoscope in fluid [108].

External Coils Actuated Propulsion. The Norika project team develops a cap-

sule robot based on internal and external coils. It has three internal coils and is

controlled by three external coils placed in a jacket worn by the patient [109].670

An optimization algorithm is designed in [110] for the selection of most eco-

nomical currents for the coils that generate external magnetic field for the mag-

netic propulsion. They propose three orthogonal coil pairs which can be placed

around the abdomen. A small permanent magnet is enclosed into the capsule

robot and the robot is propelled by the external orthogonal coils. Olympus675

develops a capsule with a permanent magnet placed inside it [109]. The capsule

is controlled by a rotating magnetic field generated by three pairs of electro-
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magnets. It can be maneuvered using a spiral ridge wrapped around its body.

An electromagnetic 3D locomotion and steering system consisting of five

pairs of solenoid components is developed in [111] for a capsule endoscope with680

permanent magnet to move within the digestive organs. The experiments are

performed in a cubic chamber and tubular phantom filled with silicone oil. The

capsule endoscope performs the translational, rotational and helical motions.

An inflated bovine intestine is used in the ex-vivo experiment and the capsule

endoscope performs translational and rotational motions.685

6.2.3. Hybrid Propulsion Robot

To reduce the inherent disadvantages of both internal and external propul-

sion, internal and external propulsions are combined in the hybrid propulsion.

Magnetic and Motor Mechanism. A hybrid robot is developed in [112] where

normal locomotion is achieved by external magnetic propulsion and fine ori-690

entation is achieved by utilising a internal mechanism. An internal motor is

connected to a toothed gear and the gear is glued to two small internal mag-

nets. The external permanent magnet is moved manually or by a simple hold

and the capsule robot moves along the intestinal path with the motion of the

external magnet. When fine orientation is necessary the external magnet is695

stopped and the internal motor is activated. The interaction of the internal

magnets with the external magnet while the motor applies torque to the in-

ternal magnets allows the fine adjustment of the capsule robot position from

1.8 degree to 360 degree. The principle is called magnetic internal mechanism

(MIM) and is tested in free space, in a phantom and in a Pig.700

Magnetic and Legged Mechanism. A hybrid locomotion (Fig. 9(b)) is proposed

in [94] combining internal legged actuation mechanisms and external magnetic

dragging. The developed capsule robot is moved by magnetic dragging with the

help of internal permanent magnets and external magnetic field. Whenever it

gets stuck in a collapsed area of GI track, internal legged mechanism is activated705

remotely. The legs distend the tissue and get the capsule robot out of the
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collapsed region. Then the capsule robot returns to magnetic dragging mode

and starts moving normally. The hybrid capsule robot achieved 8 cm/min speed

in an in-vivo experiment [94].

Magnetic Torque Actuated Legged Mechanism. Amagnetic torque actuated legged710

robot is developed in [113]. Actuation of two external permanent magnets causes

the rotation of an internal permanent magnet. This rotation actuates a set of

legs through an internal mechanism. These legs propel the robot while distend-

ing the intestinal wall. A scaled up prototype is developed and in-vitro experi-

ments is conducted in a half-section intestine model where the robot moves with715

a speed of 5.7 mm/min.

6.3. Summary

Self-propelling robots for capsule endoscope are still in research stage. Both

internal and external propulsions have disadvantages. These short-comings need

to be addressed before they can be used clinically. The hybrid propulsion robot720

combines the internal and external propulsion to reduce few of their short-

comings. Tables 3 to 6 provide a comparison among the endoscopic robots. The

advantage and disadvantages for various propulsion mechanisms are summarized

below:

6.3.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Internal Propulsion Robot725

The internal propulsion robot can achieve precise position control compare

to the external because of having the actuator on board. Some of them have the

capability to distend lumen to facilitate the movement and to distend away the

tissue from the camera lens [13]. However internal propulsion means there is a

need of on-board power to drive the actuators. It is a challenge to accommodate730

the propulsion mechanism, power source (e.g. battery pack) and other relevant

components in a capsule body while keeping the robot size within the limit of a

standard capsule endoscope. Most of the internal propulsion robots have limbs

or legs which may injure the internal soft tissue. A wider leg may reduce the

risk of tissue damage [62]. Moreover it is challenging to make a hermetically735
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sealable robot which has legs or limbs. Most of the legged locomotion work was

performed before 2011 and the research on this area decreased because of the on-

board power requirement and design complexity. Innovations in energy storage

or wireless energy transfer may revive the research area [114]. An inchworm

principle based robot is developed in [71] which uses wireless power transmission740

to energise the robot.

6.3.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of External Propulsion Robot

The main advantage of the external propulsion is that it does not require

onboard actuators and mechanisms and, thus requires less energy compare to

internal propulsion. The robot still needs a magnetic component onboard which745

interacts with the external robot. However this magnetic component takes

smaller space compare to the internal propulsion mechanism [115]. It is more

likely that we will get a self-propelling capsule endoscope with external propul-

sion mechanism in a standard capsule endoscope size sooner than with internal

propulsion mechanism. The robot can be made hermetically sealable as there750

are no external moving parts - i.e. no limbs or legs. However precise movement

and control is not always possible for external magnetic propulsion because of

nonlinearity of magnetic field [116]. Also tissue-distending or removal of tissue

from the camera is not possible using this mechanism. There is a risk of get-

ting stuck in a collapsed region inside the GI track which inspired to develop a755

hybrid robot in [94]. Furthermore MRI system [95, 96] and robotic navigation

system (e.g. Stereotaxis [104, 105], Yaskawa Motoman [107, 108]) used for many

external propulsion are expensive and bulky and, the control is complex. Thus

external propulsion robot actuated by MRI or robotic navigation system may

not be deployed outside the hospital or by a nonclinical person [107, 108].760

6.3.3. Advantages and Disadvantages of Hybrid Propulsion Robot

A hybrid propulsion robot aims to overcome the short-comings of the exter-

nal propulsion mechanism. The hybrid robot developed, uses external propul-

sion as primary propulsion. To achieve the fine positioning capability, the hybrid
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robot of [112] uses a two small internal magnets and one internal motor. To765

achieve the tissue distending capability, the hybrid robot of [94] uses an internal

leg-mechanism. However to achieve additional functionality they introduce new

mechanisms on-board which requires on-board powers to run.

7. Conclusions and Future Trends

Though minimally invasive robots are gaining popularity for many medical770

procedures, their usages are still in infancy. However they show promises of

solving economic and social issues by reducing cost of health care and ensuring

patient wellbeing. Though the external da-Vinci robot is performing surgical

procedures quite successfully, there are still needs of adding further function-

alities. The in-vivo laparoscopic and endoscopic robots are still operating in775

the laboratories. One of the biggest challenges for miniature in-vivo robots is

to develop a power-efficient, safe and miniature propulsion mechanism. Hybrid

propulsion has the potential to bring break-through for in-vivo robots. Though

there is a growing market for medical robotics, this field is still in its early stage.

We might see the full strength of medical robots after few decades of collabo-780

rative research and development of the industry, health care providers and the

universities.

The researchers are focused to build inexpensive, safer, compact, light-

weight, autonomous and tele-operated robots for medical interventions/. The

future of medical will be different from what it is now. In robot surgery modified785

and new instruments will continue to be added. The overall surgical system will

become much smaller and flexible. A modular miniature co-operative in-vivo

robot might change the surgery dynamics to a new direction. The robot sys-

tem will be more integrated and intelligent. The combination of tele-operation

and autonomous co-operative medical robot will enable advanced health care790

services (e.g. surgery, biopsy etc.) in remote places such as battle-field, natural

disaster site, space missions etc.
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Table 1: Comparison of minimally invasive diagnosis and intervention robots based on key

features

Robot /

Criteria

External

large robot

[15, 16, 35]

Miniature in-vivo robot

In-vivo endoscopic

robot [13, 19]

In-vivo laparoscopic

robot [10, 17, 9]

Operating

anatomy
any gastro-intestinal track

abdominal cavity,

thoracic cavity

Clinical

applications

surgery: general,

cardiothoracic,

orthopedic, neuro

gynaecologic etc.

diagnosis, biopsy

surgery assistant:

vision, task.

biopsy

Robot

position

outside

patient’s body

inside

patient’s body

inside

patient’s body

Size

large robot

having multiple

robotic hands

miniature - typical

diameter <20mm and

length <50mm)

e.g. in [13]

diameter: 11mm,

length: 25mm

miniature - typical

diameter <20mm and

length <100mm,

e.g. in [9]

diameter: 15mm and

length: 85 mm

Large

operating

room

requires

internal propulsions

do not require,

external propulsions

may require

magnetic drive

may require,

other propulsions do not require

Currently

operating

medical and

research labs
research labs research labs

Power mains cable battery, tethered tethered
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Table 2: Comparison among in-vivo laparoscopic robots based on key features

Robot /

Criteria

Fixed base

robots [40]

Wheeled

robots [9]

Magnetic

drive robots [42]

Suction-based

robots [51, 50]

Power tethered tethered tethered tethered

Operating

anatomy

abdominal

cavity

abdominal

cavity

abdominal

cavity

abdominal

cavity,

intra-cardial

environment

Locomotion pan and tilt
wheeled

locomotion

magnetic

locomotion

inch-worm

like

locomotion

External

moving parts
yes yes no yes

Large

operating

room

does

not require

does

not require
may require

does

not require

Clinical

applications

vision

assistant

task

and vision

assistant,

biopsy

vision

assistant
navigation

Actuator
brushless

DC motor

permanent

magnet

DC motor

external

solenoid

vacuum

pressure

In-vivo /

Ex-vivo trials

in-vivo

test (porcine)

in-vivo

test (porcine)

in-vivo

test (porcine)

in-vivo

test (porcine)
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Table 3: Comparison among endoscopic robots based on key features (continued..)

Criteria/

Robot

Size

(Diameter,

Length)

mm

Power

Locomotion

speed

(mm/min)

Actuator

External

moving

parts

Distend

tissue

Precise

position

control

Intended

area of

work

Large

operating

room

Practical

trial

6-legged [60]
not

reported
tethered

not

reported

SMA

wires
exists capable possible

small bowel,

colon

not

required
no

4-legged [61]

12,40 tethered
10-30

(ex-vivo)

BLDC

motor
exists capable possible

small bowel,

colon

not

required
ex-vivo

8-legged [62]

12,40 tethered
50

(in-vivo)

2 BLDC

motors
exists capable possible

small bowel,

colon

not

required

in-vivo,

LGI

phantom

12-legged [13]

11,25 battery

50

(LGI

phantom)

2 BLDC

motors
exists capable possible

small bowel,

colon

not

required

ex-vivo,

LGI

phantom

anchoring [64, 117]
not

reported

not

reported
0

SMA

wire [117]

motor [117]

exists
not

capable

not

possible

small bowel,

colon [117]

esophagus [117]

not

required
in-vitro

3
9



Table 4: Comparison among endoscopic robots based on key features (continued..)

Criteria/

Robot

Size

(Diameter,

Length)

mm

Power

Locomotion

speed

(mm/min)

Actuator

External

moving

parts

Distend

tissue

Precise

position

control

Intended

area of

work

Large

operating

room

Practical

trial

Earthworm like [66]

13, 33 tethered
8.5-14.7

(in-vitro)

SMA

spring
exists

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required
in-vitro

Cilia-based [72]

15, 35 tethered
24

(in-vitro)

SMA

spring
exists

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required
in-vitro

Paddling based [77]

13,30 tethered
197-375

(in-vitro)

linear

actuator
exists

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required

in-vitro

in-vivo

Electrical stimuli [80]
ovoid:

15-23 dia,

tapered by

28-40 deg

tethered

[80]

battery

[81]

186

(in-vivo)

electrical

stimulation

does

not

exist

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required

in-vitro

in-vivo

Internal reaction [91]
80, 200

tethered [91]

battery [118]

1188 [91]

or, 720

[118]

internal coil [91]

or, linear

motor [118]

does

not

exist

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required
no

4
0



Table 5: Comparison among endoscopic robots based on key features (continued..)

Criteria/

Robot

Size

(Diameter,

Length)

mm

Power

Locomotion

speed

(mm/min)

Actuator

External

moving

parts

Distend

tissue

Precise

position

control

Intended

area of

work

Large

operating

room

Practical

trial

Vibratory [83, 84]

16, 28

wireless

power

(inductive)

3 cm/s (liquid

soap),

12 cm/s ( solid

foam)

vibratory

motor

does

not

exist

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required
in-vivo

Swimming [85, 82]

15, 30

battery

[85]

wireless

power [86]

100

(in-vitro)

4 BLDC

motors
exists

not

capable
possible stomach

not

required

in-vitro

in-vivo

MRI guided

propulsion[95]

complete

prototype

was not

developed

wireless

power

complete

prototype

was not

developed

magnetic

fields

of MRI

exists
not

capable

not

possible
GI track required no

Robotic magnetic

navigation [104] capsule: 11, 26;

shell 13, 13

no

on-board

power

not

reported

magnetic

fields

does

not

exist

not

capable

not

possible
GI track required

in-vivo,

plastic

phantom

4
1



Table 6: Comparison among endoscopic robots based on key features

Criteria/

Robot

Size

(Diameter,

Length)

mm

Power

Locomotion

speed

(mm/min)

Actuator

External

moving

parts

Distend

tissue

Precise

position

control

Intended

area of

work

Large

operating

room

Practical

trial

Motorized magnet

actuated propulsion [102]

capsule:

11,26

shell:

11,10

battery
90-190

ex-vivo

external

magnetic

field

does

not

exist

not

capable

not

possible

small

bowel

not

required

PVC

pipe,

ex-vivo

External coil

actuated propulsion [111]
8, 20 none 180

electro-magnetic

actuation

does

not

exist

not

capable

not

possible

small

bowel

not

required
ex-vivo

Magnetic and

legged mechanism [94]
14, 44 battery

100

(in-vitro)

50

(in-vivo)

magnetic

dragging,

BLDC

motor

exists capable
not

possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required

in-vitro,

ex-vivo,

in-vivo

Magnetic and

motor mechanism [112]
15.6, 48 battery

40

(in-vivo)

magnetic

dragging,

motor

does

not

exist

not

capable
possible

small

bowel,

colon

not

required

in-vitro,

ex-vivo,

in-vivo

4
2
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